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* Choose from 20 innovative sock tasks there s something right here to satisfy every sock knitter* Find
a fun mixture of colorways, in designs from sleek and stylish to whimsical and wild* Task cards feature full-
color photos with sizes, source lists, and step-by-stage directions, perfect to grab and goFrom quick-and-
easy sock styles to more intricate patterns and textures, you ll by no means run out of ideas for putting
your best foot forward with the most recent addition to your popular Little Container series!
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THE TINY Box of Socks Excellent patterns in just a little box. I must say i liked how each project was a
person card that you can work from. Among the patterns features the "Strong Heel".. Each pattern is
imprinted separately on a lite cardboard (or heavy paper) stock. Five Stars Love this purchase getting each
sock individual card and in the box Charlene Schurch never goes wrong. They're packaged in a container for
easy storage. Hate to schlep around books. I'll probably lover them out and blindly pick and choose one!
What a clever idea! Wish more authors and publishers . Cool collection I haven't knit any of the projects
yet, but I like how it's come up with... I really like you can find separate cards for every sock pattern and
. Just pop the cards into your knitting bag and go. I really like there are separate cards for every sock
pattern plus they all match this little box. I always have a pair of socks (or 2) on my needles, and the
patterns in THE TINY Box of Socks offer a ton of motivation, alongside some new approaches for heels,
etc. I highly recommend it to anybody who's tired of knitting the self-striping socks and calling them 'great
enough'. It rocks. Desire more authors and publishers who do this.. What a clever idea! A 'Must Have got'
for Avid Sock Knitters I came across this wonderful small container of sock patterns while going to a
friend a couple of months ago, and We couldn't put it down! handy dandy for sock makers Wanna make
some socks. I cannot decide which to knit first. After that get yourself the little box of socks. The socks
knitted from these patterns rank correct up there with those offered in expensive boutique shops! Pick

your pattern, get it, your yarn, needles, etc. and off you go. A large photo of the finished task is on leading
of each pattern. I have hardly ever been disappointed by any of Charlene Schurch's books. I have already
made some of them and have had achievement with them. I only wish that there were more tasks, but I
always wish that. I highly recommend this or some of Charlene Schurch's books.
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